1. Clean hands everywhere
2. Clean everywhere, everywhere
3. Clean everywhere, anywhere
4. Germless everywhere, anywhere
5. Anywhere you want, anywhere you clean
6. Anywhere you want, anything you clean
7. For the germaphobe in all of us
8. We're all germaphobes now
9. Be clean everywhere
10. You should be clean everywhere, anywhere
11. Be clean everywhere, anywhere
12. Clean hands anywhere
13. Clean on the go
14. Go for the clean
15. Because there's not a sink everywhere
16. There's not a sink everywhere
17. Finally, a sink in your pocket.
18. It's like a sink in your pocket.
19. It's like a whole sink in your pocket.
20. A whole sink in your pocket
21. A sink in your pocket
22. The gold standard scrub.
23. The scrubbiest way to clean
24. Scrub with perfection
25. The finest way to scrub
26. Everyone needs a better scrubbin
27. Ain't nothin' wrong with a little scrubbin'
28. Nothin' wrong with a little scrubbin'
29. The go-to cleaner
30. For the go-getters
31. The go-getter cleanser
32. Cleaning just got easy
33. Cleaning just got smarter
34. Not a germ in sight
35. Cleaning at its fastest
36. Germs are everywhere, and so are you.
37. Go-go cleaner
38. Cleanin' on the run
39. Sanitizer on the run
40. 'tizer on the run.
41. The better sanitizer
42. Cleaning better
43. Make cleaning better
44. Cleansing better

45. Cleansing finer
46. Cleaning finer
47. The cleanest sanitizer
48. The thorough sanitizer
49. The most sanitary sanitizer
50. The cleanest hands in town
51. The cleanest of the clean
52. Clean to the core
53. The meaning of cleaning
54. The cleanest cleanser
55. The cleanliness cleanser
56. Make sanitizing better
57. The finest form of cleaning
58. The finest way to clean
59. Cleaning, but finer.
60. Clean hands at their finest.
61. The finest way to clean
62. The finest hands are clean.
63. The finest way to sanitize
64. Sanitize finer
65. The finest tizer
66. The fine tizer
67. The finer tyzer.
68. The finer-tizer
69. The finer 'tizer.
70. The Finer 'Tizer.
71. The finer sanitizer.
72. Pimp your sanitizer
73. Next best thing to your sink
74. A sink in your pocket
75. A sink, but smaller.
76. Be afraid, .01%
77. Death to the .01%.
78. Death to the .01%...of germs.
79. Death to the 1%... of germs.
80. There's a sink in your pocket
81. Clean with ease
82. Scrub you, scrub me, scrubbi.
83. The cleanest sponge around
84. Even sanitizer needs a sponge
85. The extra-mile cleanser.
86. Going the extra-mile on those extra-miles.
87. The extra mile sanitizer.
88. Cleansing the extra mile

89. Scrubbin' the extra mile.
90. The extra-mile scrubber.
91. Your hands deserve the extra-mile.
92. Goin' the extra mile for your hands.
93. We have a hand in cleanliness.
94. Need a hand?
95. Papillary duster
96. The best your hands can get
97. The cleanest hands in town
98. A cleaner way to shake
99. Cleaning one-step better
100. One-step better
101. One notch better
102. Cleaning further
103. Clean further
104. Clean finer
105. The cleanest cleanster
106. The best way to clean
107. The handy cleaner
108. The handy 'tizer
109. The handiest cleaner
110. It's like a sink in your pocket
111. A pocket sized sink
112. Because pocket-sized sinks just aren't logical
113. Because pocket-sized sinks
114. Because your sink can't come with you
115. Scrub with ease
116. Because nobody wants to sing the "ABC's."
117. 100% clean before you get to
118. All the cleaning before you reach M
119. You'll be done washing before you get to 'M'
120. Be done washing before you get to 'J'

